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eduzoneltd

emotions

049751

Mr Face wall hanging
An introduction to emotions, feelings and facial 
expressions. A wall chart with 22 detachable pieces. 
Give Mr Face a happy, sad, angry or simply funny face! 

185779

emotions stones
Tactile stones engraved with 12 faces showing 
common emotions: happy, sad, angry, frightened, 
worried, surprised, confused, bored, calm, proud, 
shy and embarrassed. Can be used in sand and water, 
indoors and out. Set includes 12 x 45mm stones and 
activity leaflet.

242047 Miss Face        £26.50

Cubes with different expressions on each side. 
A perfect way to discuss emotions and feelings. 
Great for fun activities and group games.                                                
200 x 200 x 200mm.

face cubes

Age 2 years +

242039  Mr Face      £26.50

set
£21.00

set of 12
£21.20

240540

emotional puppets
Each of these colourful puppets is expressing a 
different emotion: anger, sadness, joy, fear, surprise 
and one without an expression. 250mm high.

set of 6
£30.60
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244031

mood & emotion mirrors
Learn to identify and understand moods and emotions 
with these skill-building mirrors. One side features a safe, 
shatterproof mirror and on the other there is an expressive 
photo with the emotion labelled beneath it, helping children 
recognise and identify each emotion in themselves. 210mm 
long.

166545

multicultural emotion cubes
Help children learn to recognise and discuss different 
emotions with these 40mm foam cubes. 2 cubes 
include 6 photographs each of multicultural faces 
expressing different emotions (12 faces in total), 
while the other 2 cubes feature corresponding 
emotion words. Activity guide included.

Age 1 year + 

242055 set of 20 £19.90

10 pairs of soft squares with different matching expressions. 
Can you find the matching pairs? Cotton storage bag 
included. 80 x 80mm.

soft emotion squares

Age 2 - 5 years

set of 4
£10.20

emotions

set of 6
£48.00
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Encourage discussions around 

8 different expre
ssions.

X147258

monster emotion cushions

These loveable monster cushions can help to develop an 
understanding of emotions. The monster designs focus 
on an emotion removing human connection and they are 
squeezable, helping to calm children with sensory processing 
disorders. Encourage discussion and debate around the 
8 different expressions. They are also perfect for space, 
monsters and aliens themes.  Please allow 2 - 3 weeks for 
Direct Delivery.

set of 8
£105.00

239488 set of 6        £35.50

Use these 16 piece puzzles to talk about children’s feelings: 
happy, sad, afraid, moody, angry, surprised. 12 pieces in each 
puzzle tray.

emotion tray puzzles

Age 3 years +

emotions
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silishapes 
sensory 
circle set
Set of 5 large and 5 small 
textured circles made 
from ultra-soft flexible 
silicone. On the surface 
of each circle is a pattern 
which is distinctive and 
different from the rest of 
the set. Children can feel 
these textures and discover 
their differences. Hand 
or dishwasher washable. 
Circles 350 x 80mm.

set of 10       £37.00

Age 3 years +
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tactile imps
These 8 dolls in different colours 
and materials are stored in a big, 
soft basket. Each character’s outfit 
can be removed and then matched 
by colour or fabric to the correct 
bonnet. Differences in textured 
clothing (smooth, rough, soft, 
flexible, etc.) make it a great sensory 
resource. Washable at 30 degrees.

set of 8
£63.00 237566

Age 15 months +

senses

244783

sensory sound eggs
Children will delight in finding out which eggs 
go together and have the same sound. Highly 
tactile and enormously appealing. 3 pairs of eggs.                                                 
60 x 45mm (l x w).

set of 6 £21.40
Age 2 years +

239151

tactiludi animals
Children feel inside a bag and choose a counter. 
They then describe the feel of the material to other 
children to see whose board it matches. 6 tactile 
cards, 18 tactile counters and a fabric bag. Cards 
280 x 210mm. Counters 65 x 65mm.

Age 3 years +

set       £31.60
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healthy eating

250082

healthy eating set
Set consists of 4 crates of healthy eating foods (fish, fruit, 
veg and dairy). Ideal to help your little one to learn about 
the importance of a healthy and balanced diet, where our 
food comes from and how we prepare our meals.
Age 18 months +

set
£56.50

sensory play stones
These durable stones are able to withstand the toughest of treatment and be as good as new 
once cleaned up. They are robust enough for creative cooking in a mud kitchen or role play area.

Age 2 years +

254819 Fruit Set of 8 £20.00

Vegetables Set of 8 £20.00254827
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action songs

story time!

quack
151254 five litte monkeys 

Manufactured in a soft stretchy fabric with superb printed detail, the gloves are suitable for 
both adults and children to use. The words can be found on colourful backing cards. Great 
for interactive play with children.

1 glove  £7.30

150061 five little men 1 glove  £7.30

150010 five little speckled frogs 

150215 ten in a bed    

1 glove  £7.30

2 glove set              £10.75

favourite song hand 
puppets

150029 five little ducks 1 glove  £7.30

224650 old macdonald    1 glove  £7.30
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storytelling
finger puppets
151203 african animals set of 6        £17.80

151173 farm  animals set of 6        £17.80

These loveable characters are great for storytelling77577 farm animals

glove puppets

set of 6        £35.00

Average height 250mm. Designed to fit a child’s hand. Ideal for 
storytelling and stimulating language work.

Cow, duck, hen, pig, sheep and border collie.

49247 wild  animals set of 6        £35.00
Crocodile, giraffe, elephant, tiger, panda and lion.

49239 woodland  animals set of 6        £35.00
Wild rabbit, hedgehog, badger, squirrel, fox and owl.

oink

set of 6
£35.00

roar

hoot
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storytelling

150118 goldilocks & the three bears

Each set comes with a beautifully illustrated hardback book and is 
presented in an individual printed box. 

£18.85

puppet sets

oink

oink

149888 three little pigs £18.85

149810 three billy goats gruff & troll £18.85

245232 the gingerbread man

Use the resources in these sets to explore these popular traditional 
tales. Set contains a big book 340 x 340mm, ideal for introducing 
the story to a group whilst the smaller picture book, 210 x 210mm, 
is suitable for individual use. The tactile wooden characters invite 
children to explore new versions of their own and can be used in 
story boxes, sequencing and small world play.

traditional tales story sets

£34.00

Age 3 years +

245216 goldilocks & the three bears £32.00

245224 jack & the beanstalk £36.00

245208 the three little pigs £36.00
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A firm favourite 
with children

245445 a squash & a squeeze £34.50

234362 the gruffalo’s child £51.50

234354 the gruffalo £51.50

Age 3 years +

Age 3 years +

Age 3 years +

story
packs

167193 the very hungry caterpillar £21.50

234125 monkey puzzle £42.00
Age 3 years +

234133 room on the broom £53.50
Age 3 years +

storytelling

240109 prepositions

Introduce the basic concepts of spatial awareness 
and positional vocabulary (in front/behind/on/
under). 16 pieces. 210 x 210mm (l x w).

£9.40

logic puzzles
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hello!
Listen carefully...

Promote conversations and group collaboration

186902

who’s speaking, who’s listening
This set uses 6 hollow tubes and telephone handsets connected to a central hub to promote 
conversations and collaboration between a group of up to 6 children. When one speaks everyone 
else can hear what they are saying. Set includes 6 blindfolds so that children can play exciting games 
such as chinese whispers, describing a mystery object and using disguised voice to play ‘guess who’s 
talking’. All handsets, tubes and blindfolds are colour coded and each tube is 1.5 metres long.

168130

talking tins - yellow

each           £5.70

20 second recording. Talking Tins allow children to record 
and playback their own voice messages, music or sound 
effects.

167452 each           £7.35

40 second recording. Talking Tins allow children to record 
and playback their own voice messages, music or sound 
effects.

talking tins - red

set
£52.00

speaking & listening
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speaking & listening

251399

voice pad

each   £9.45

Record and playback 40 seconds of speech, music or 
sound effects via the built-in microphone and speaker. 
Includes a removable clear cover that allows you to 
create pictures, symbols, numbers, words or letters to 
match your recordings. Also includes a dry wipe insert 
and a mirror, which is ideal for helping children see how 
sounds are formed. Supports phonics programmes.

251402   pack of 5  £42.50167932

hear myself sound phone

each           £7.36

This fun and ingenious phone lets children hear themselves 
talk and focus on every sound they say. 

Age 3 years +

Perfect for creating your very own game show!

241210

recordable answer buzzers
Bring excitement to any classroom with these recordable buzzers. Record your 
voice, sounds or a message. Ideal for testing interaction and actively engages 
children. Each response can last up to 7 seconds. Each requires 2 x AAA batteries 
(not supplied). 80mm diameter.

set of 4
£18.85
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A great hands on activity 
to explore rhyming

243787

what’s the rhyme? sorting 
houses
Children master rhyming sounds as they match word 
tiles to the houses and drop them in. Each sturdy 
chipboard house has a word printed on the front with 
a picture clue that helps children identify the rhyming 
sound. Set of 10 houses and 50 chipboard sorting tiles. 
Sorting house 110mm length.

Age 3 years +

174505 set of 3 £47.00

244821 set of 32 £87.75

Tune into, introduction
Includes the following sets: Instrumental sounds, 
animal sounds and environmental sounds, with each set 
containing 30 cards. Fun and flexible listening games 
with differentiated levels of play. Each set includes 
cards, audio CD and Teacher’s notes.

set
£41.65

speaking & listening

traditional tales wooden 
character set

Age 3 years +

Get hands on with all the favourite stories using 
these great wooden characters and figures from 
Three Billy Goats Gruff, Goldilocks and the Three 
Bears, Three Little Pigs, Little Red Riding Hood, 
the Gingerbread Man and Jack and the Beanstalk. 
Ideal for retelling activities and for use in small 
world play.
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239003

tracing stencils
These learning stencils help children develop the skills they 
need to start writing, develop hand to eye coordination, spatial 
awareness and visual discrimination. Pencil stores away in base. 
350 x 10 x 15mm (l x w x d).

diagonals          £12.55

239011 waves                   £12.55

239038 bridges          £12.55

239046 loops                     £12.55

fine motor skills

Thread the cords through the wooden tiles to complete the animal 
pictures. Includes 5 pictures and 5 coloured cords.

animal threading game

234516 set  of 5 £9.35

sc
rib

ble

X126821

pre-writing boards
This activity teaches the flow of movement needed for writing. 
Board includes both a left hand and right hand pattern. 300 x 
210mm. Please allow 2-4 weeks for Direct Delivery.

set of 3
£66.00
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Includes 10 fun activities!

manipano
Fun activities for developing young children’s dexterity 
and fine motor skills. Cogs to turn, a mirror to discover, 
bells to ring, wheels to spin or play peek-a-boo through 
the little door. Manipano can be placed on the floor in 2 
different positions so that the activities can be accessed 
whilst the toddler is standing or sitting. Its unique 
shape and design gives it a high degree of stability. 
Made from varnished wood. 450 x 550mm (w x h).

£126.00
each

237825
Age 12 months +

fine motor skills

interlocking sensory stones
Ideal for matching and symmetry, these stones are designed 
in pairs to interlock in different ways. Indoors or out, these 
durable pebbles can also be used for messy play and mark 
making. 8 stones (4 pairs). 75mm diameter.

sensory stones
These large stones are designed to enable children 
to have sensory experiences by experimenting with 
the raised and indented shapes and patterns in messy 
play or mark making. 4 raised/bumpy designs and 5 
indented/hollow designs. 75mm.

244740 set of 8 £21.40

Age 3 years +

244759 set of 8 £21.40
Age 3 years +

241601

Age 18 months +

set
£15.00

Spike the fine motor hedgehog
Featuring 12 coloured ‘spikes’, young learners can 
push their pegs into Spike’s back as they build colour 
recognition, fine motor and counting and matching 
skills. Set includes Spike the Hedgehog, 12 coloured 
pegs and a multilingual activity guide.
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Designed to build muscles in little hands and fingers, these 
tweezers are the perfect picker-upper. Squeeze the body 
and the tweezers open up building hand strength necessary 
for good fine motor skills. 6 tweezers in 6 colours.

squeezy tweezers

241105
Age 3 +

set of 6 £10.45

Curly, liquid droppers ideal for developing hand strength. 
Each dropper measures 150mm. Includes a handy storage 
bucket.

twisty droppers

241091
Age 2 +

set of 4 £11.50

Practice the motions needed for scissor use. Holes in 
translucent scoops allow for catch and release fun at the 
sand and water table. Scoopers measure 150mm length.

handy scoopers

199036
Age 2 +

set of 4 £10.45

Develop fine motor skills in the fingers, hands and wrists 
with these jumbo-sized tweezers. Ergonomic depressions 
guide a proper grip. Tweezers come in 6 colours (red, 
blue, green, yellow, orange and purple) and are stored 
in a resealable bucket. Includes activity guide. Tweezers 
measure 150mm long.

easy grip tweezers

166510
Age 2 +

set of 12 £10.45

fine motor skills

A brightly coloured wooden lock box with 4 different doors 
and separate locks. Upon opening all of them, children will be 
rewarded with a special key. 150 x 115mm (w x d).

lock box

240559 set £25.50
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199265

story lacing blocks
Designs include: Farm, safari, transport and pirates. 
Each design comes with 12 wooden blocks and 1 lace. 
Each block is painted on both sides and the lace has a 
wooden bar which is easy for small hands to use.

set of 4 £53.00

hello!

238996

boy actidoll
Large doll to help develop children’s fine motor skills. The 
clothing has different fastening systems (press studs, hook and 
loop fasteners, buttons, laces, zips, three kinds of belt buckle 
and braces) and three layers of clothing (shirt, dungarees and 
jacket). The doll’s body is made from soft velvet. 620mm height.

each          £35.00

Age 2 years+

243035

manipulative cube
This cube contains most common fastenings 
encountered in everyday life. Ideal for young children 
or therapy and rehabilitation exercises. Features 
laces, zip and buckles.

£140.50
each

245100
Age 2 +

threading pebbles
Children love handling stones and this set of 16 tactile 
threading pebbles will invite sensory play. Develop 
early maths and fine motor skills as children sort and 
sequence the stones by shape, colour and texture. 
The pack includes 16 threading pebbles in 4 different 
shapes, colours and textures plus 2 laces. Pebbles 
measure 40mm.

Helps develop 

early maths and 

fine motor skills set
£18.85

fine motor skills
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243264

triangular activity centre
Features 5 different activities. On either end of this 
wooden Triangular Activity Centre there’s a sorting 
activity (counting and animal matching). Includes a 
chalk board, abacus and letter and picture blocks. 
Helps to develop dexterity and coordination. Made 
from high quality, responsibly sourced materials.

set £30.00

Turn over to 
store items 

inside!

250074

my workbench
This cleverly designed wooden Carpenter’s Workbench includes a wooden spanner, file and hammer and lots of nuts and 
bolts. When it’s time to pack up, everything can be stored away neatly by turning the bench upside down and placing all 
of the items inside. Made from high quality, responsibly sourced materials. Conforms to current European safety standards. 
Consists of 18 play pieces.

Age 3 years +

set of 18
£20.50

touch & match board set
Identify and match up the 12 tactile turned hardwood counters 
each with a different textured top surface. Can be used as a 
game or for sensory stimulus. Size 220 x 170 x 35mm.

set
£12.55

167061

Set of wall activity panels to engage children in 
cross-curricular learning. Each panel measures 360 x 
550 x 35mm. Please allow 2 weeks for Direct Delivery.

activity wall set

X148051

Age 12 months +

set of 3 £115.50

fine motor skills
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049514 8.7m, 24 handles

parachute canopy
Giant nylon parachute with reinforced grip straps fitted at 
intervals around the perimeter. Brings excitement to children’s 
group activities and helps to create trust and coordination. 
Comes in easy storage drawstring bag.

£111.50

048941 3.5m, 12 handles £21.50

048968 5.7m, 16 handles £49.00

048976 7.25m, 20 handles £73.00

bounce!set
£21.50

242829

joey jump
A pivoted sturdy plastic platform for launching bean bags 
into the air ready to catch. Great for hand/eye coordination 
and gross motor skills. The set includes 2 bean bags and the 
platform features 2 launch spots on one end and a footprint on 
the other, indicating where to stamp. Placing the 2 bean bags 
on the launch spots at the same time increases the difficulty 
level or makes it a game for 2 players. Length 700mm.

Age 3 years +

99597

maze balance board

each    £30.00

This balance board elevates balance coordination to a 
higher level for children. The snail labyrinth pattern on the 
board provides challenge and amusement in ball rotation. 
Supplied with 3 balls and measures 540mm wide.

99589

rocking seesaw

each    £36.50

A very durable seesaw to help children develop 
balance and left to right walking movements to 
improve overall body coordination and development. 
600mm x 200mm (l x w).

gross motor skills
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self-propelled car
Propelled by wiggling the front steering wheel which is attached to two pivoting wheels touching the ground. It harnesses 
the natural forces of inertia, centrifugal force, gravity, and friction in order to drive the car forward and backward.

Age 3 years +

167916

sensory feet

set of 12 £22.50

These non-slip feet each have a textured surface per 
pair. They will engage the sense of touch/feel and are 
also suitable for colour recognition whilst developing 
movement and balance skills. 190mm in length.

£53.00
each
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gross motor skills

Children will be fascinated while gaining experience in 
colour mixing, rotation and balance with these large 
wooden jewelled tops. 230 x 150mm.

spinning jewel top

239240 natural each      £39.00

239232 green each      £39.00

Age 1 year +
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141372

river stones
Builds children’s confidence when jumping, judging 
distances, coordinating and balancing. Includes 
suggestions for games, 3 x large stones 85mm (high), 3 x 
small stones 45mm (high). Please allow 2 weeks for Direct 
Delivery.

set of 6 £50.55

Age 3 years +

X147533 set of 12  £78.00

Provides so many different opportunities to play

141380

Sit in and wobble, pull it along, stand 
on it or even wear it on your head, 
provides many opportunities for fun 
and role play. 400 x 400 x 300mm.

Age 3 years +

£24.50
each

bilibo

gross motor skills
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X38789

basketball trainer
Multiple target basketball stand with 4 hoops set at different heights. The 3 outer hoops turn into the metal 
frame for easy storage in a provided bag. 790 x 690 x 1370mm (w x d x h).
Age 3 years +

231495

vinyl balls - footballs

set of 4 £7.50

215mm diameter.

214256

playground balls

pack of 4 £19.55

Great fun for kids. Stippled surface. Made from 100% 
natural rubber, which makes this a hard-wearing ball. 
Supplied in a pack of 4 team colours. 150mm diameter.

243949

stilts

set of 3 pairs      £12.64

Have fun stamping around the garden. Excellent for 
balance and coordination.

Age 3 years +

X127931

giant catch net

each  £67.50

Designed to stand both horizontally and vertically it 
presents the hoop and catch net at differing angles so 
it can be used for both throwing and kicking games. 
Made from powder coated tubular steel it features a 
press-stud fitted close mesh net that can be removed 
and pop stud fitted legs for easy storage. 820mm in 
diameter. Please allow 2-3 weeks for Direct Delivery.

Age 3 years +

£150.00
each

gross motor skills
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240354

flip fingers
Brightly coloured tubes with bells inside, which 
revolve to the slightest touch. Quick reward with 
low effort. 330 x 240mm (w x h).

each      £83.00

Age 12 months +

243620

washable sensory balls
Tots touch, toss and squeeze these soft-sewn balls and build 
sensory awareness while they play. The balls have lots of fun-
to-touch textures, super-bright colours, plus jingling bells, soft 
crinkles, rattling beads and more. Completely machine washable 
so ideal for busy nurseries. Largest ball 200mm diameter.

Age 3 months +

set of 6 £41.00

gross motor skills

fascination panels
Gel-filled panels in 6 colours: Orange, blue, pink, purple, 
green and red. Safe and easy-to-use, sensory and tactile. 
The mats are made of high-tech materials and filled with 
cosmetic liquid, which is non-toxic and completely sealed, 
and have a non-slip base. The thick, protective layer is 
highly scratch and abrasion resistant and each mat can 
withstand up to 90kg. These can be used on a table or on 
the floor. Mat size 500 x 500mm, 7.5mm thick. Please allow 
1 week for Direct Delivery.

small liquid floor tiles
Watch the liquid gel create new patterns every time 
you press or stand on these tiles. Please allow 1 week 
for Direct Delivery. 300 x 300mm (l x w).

set of 6
£144.00

set of 4
£77.00

X136343

X147310
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sand, water & messy play

234443

crazy soap

set of 3          £10.60

Squirt, shape and bounce with these crazy soaps, 3 x 
225ml bottles in white, pink and blue.

234435

food aroma set

set of 3          £14.05

Set of 3 x 500ml bottles of food aromas. Includes 
strawberry, lemon and peppermint. To add a 
fragrance to enhance the senses.

234419

food colouring set

set of 4          £18.75

Set of 4 x 500ml bottles of food grade colouring (suitable for 
vegetarians). Includes red, blue, green and yellow. Essential 
for adding colour to any messy play.

CRAZY! 234400

foam paint bottles

set of 3          £10.66

Pump up rich coloured foam paint. Add dish soap and paint 
into the cute kid-sized bottles and screw on the dispensing 
pump. A little goes a long way. Press the dispensing pump to 
release beautiful, coloured froth. Includes 3 clear dispensing 
bottles (125mm) and a guide.
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X152871 large sand & water set set of 50       £98.50

Wow! Set little learners’ minds ablaze with our giant sand and water set. Complete with buckets and spades, ocean-inspired 
sand moulds and much more! Please allow 4 weeks for Direct Delivery.

100% recyclable and renewable sugarcane products

251143

sand & water play

set of 35          £29.00

Set of 5 soft yellow plastic buckets, each filled with 6 
sand and water toys. Perfect for several small groups 
of children to collaboratively explore sand and water 
play. Size of bucket: 170 x 115mm diameter.

Age 18 months +

sand, water & messy play

225975 set of 8      £18.40

Each double-sided stone has the raised footprint of an animal 
on one side and the image of the animal embedded on the 
other. Press the footprint into sand, mud, etc. and create a 
trail for children to follow. Includes cow, horse, sheep, pig, 
dog, cat, chicken and duck. Stones measure 70-80mm.

let’s investigate farmyard 
footprints

Age 2 years +
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sand, water & messy play

199168

sand rollers

set of 5        £31.00

Textured super tough sand rollers in bright colours with 
a chunky grip. Can also be used with modelling dough, 
clay and paint. Textures include: Brickpattern, wavy 
lines, tractor tread, smoothing roller and pathway. Each 
roller measures 140 x 180 x 80mm.

Age 3 years +

214205 blue

coloured sand

5kg        £5.25

Certified and tested, safe, clean, non-stain, non-toxic and 
fun!

214213 red 5kg        £5.25

214221 yellow 5kg        £5.2591367

play sand

bag of 15kg          £9.95

For playpits, indoor sand trays, modelling and use as 
counterbalance weight. Convenient handy sized bag.
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202789 cover only

Tuff Trays

each £20.50

An extremely versitile tray suitable for a variety of resource requirements such as 
sand and water, messy play, art and craft and various role play scenarios.

A durable, lightweight, water repellent cover with strong 
elasticised edges, designed especially to fit snugly over the 
Tuff Tray.

202770 stand  only each £59.00

Sturdy metal stand with adjustable height of 450, 550 or 
650mm.

202568 blue tray each £17.24

970 x 970 x 70mm

202541 black tray each £17.24

970 x 970 x 70mm

212431

slick sand

Age 2 years +

tub of 2.27kg          £24.50

Great for sand and water tables Slick Sand will not get wet! So when 
you pour water on it, the water will stay on top and flow, instead of 
wetting the sand and sinking down as happens with ordinary play sand. 

sand, water & messy play
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sand, water & messy play

X142503

messy play utensils kit

kit          £43.50

A high quality utensils kit that is perfect for messy play. 
Includes:  1 x large mixing bowl, 1 x large colander, 1 x small 
sieve, 3 x jelly or slime moulds, 3 x colourful whisks, 2 x 
colourful ladles, 1 x potato masher, 3 x fillable egg spreaders  
and 1 x litre measuring jug. Please allow 4 weeks for Direct 
Delivery.

245011

mud kitchen washable activity 
cards

set of 16        £21.40

245003

adventure outdoors washable 
idea cards - mud, wind & 
puddles

set of 3 packs         £31.60

The outdoor environment is alive with learning opportunities 
and can be a vibrant place for children’s growth. It is the place 
where children are often at the most inventive, physically 
active and emotionally engaged. With hands in mud or feet in 
sand, eyes to the sky or ears to the ground, children are fully 
focused and absorbed. Designed to offer portable inspiration 
whatever the weather. Printed on durable plastic, each pack 
contains 30 photographs (120 x 75mm) with activity ideas on 
the reverse. Quick-release metal rings.

These inspirational activity cards will encourage children 
to get imaginative in their mud kitchen area. Each card 
includes beautiful photographic images on one side with 
activity prompts, vocabulary and extension ideas on the 
reverse. Durable plastic, any muddy splashes can be washed 
away. 16 double-sided cards measuring 275 x 210mm.

241865

mud kitchen bowl pack

set of 8          £38.20

A super shiny set of metal bowls in a variety of shapes and 
sizes. Large bowl 200mm diameter. Contents may vary.
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The Sand Writer is shaped like a funnel so students can 
use it for sifting through sand. Use the unique stopping 
mechanism to control the speed the sand pours through 
the spout. Scoop sand into the funnel with the shovel-
like edge. Encourage children to use whole arm motions 
while passing the Sand Writer over the sand table. As the 
sand pours out, it creates beautiful trails. Write letters 
and numbers or build sand sculptures! Includes: 6 Sand 
Writers size 205 x 120mm (8 x 5’’) and Guide.

Non-toxic, super absorbent powder. Expands to 100x 
original volume when combined with water. Looks and 
feels like real snow.

Fantastic set of water spinners in three styles. Cascade 
water or sand through the wheels and watch as it spins 
the wheels, then sieves through the base. Largest spinner 
measures 330mm high.

A reusable 5 litre plastic bucket filled with vibrant and bold 
assorted colour rice. FoodArt rice is ideal for sensory play. 
Throw the rice into the tray with other textured fabrics or 
toys and let the little ones explore. Completely safe and 
manufactured using natural ingredients.

251178

sand writers

set of 6          £28.00

165085

instant snow

100g           £5.70 203130

water spinners

set of 6        £21.00

256757

mixed colour rice

tub of 5 litres £31.50

sand, water & messy play

Age 3 years +
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letters & sounds

woof

SNAP!

SNAP!

woof

241180 tub of 13            £14.65

The alligators are easy for little hands to snap together 
and pull apart also developing fine motor skills. 
Alligator heads are printed with lower case letters and 
tails printed with upper case letters on both sides.

alphabet alligators

Age 2 years +

241172 set of 10           £14.65

These two-piece pups are easy for little hands to snap 
together and pull apart, encouraging a variety of early 
literacy skills - such as rhyming, letter recognition, 
vocabulary, early word building and basic spelling. Includes 
two levels of play - colour matching and identifying letters 
and basic three-letter word building and rhyming. Heads 
and tails can be mixed and matched to create over 55 
rhyming words. Completed pups measure 115mm long.

rhyming pups

Age 3 years +

186996 set of 24            £49.50

Stiffened felt squares featuring letters of the alphabet 
with lower case shown in bright colours and upper case 
in small black print. The squares match the alphabet play 
mat (Code 186961). Each tile measures 250 x 250mm. 
Features individual letters of the alphabet in upper and 
lower case with lower case letters prominent.

alphabet letter tiles

186961 each           £47.00

A giant playmat made from rubber-backed felt. Features 
individual letters of the alphabet in upper and lower case 
with lower case letters prominent. 1500 x 1000mm.

alphabet play mat

156124 set of 50            £32.45

Specially cast from a durable resin and stone mix, these 
tactile pebbles appeal to children’s natural instinct to 
explore. Each one is engraved with a lower case letter 
and measures between 30 and 45mm. Contains three of 
each vowel, two each of b, c, d, f, g, h, l, m, n, p, r, s, t, 
y and one each of j, k, q, v, w, x, z.

word building pebbles
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POP!
make word building a breeze!

243728 set             £57.10

Chunky letter blocks make word building a breeze. Snap 
the letters onto the bases to form words and switch single 
blocks to explore sound substitution and rhyming words. 4 
bases and 78 blocks including 20 vowels and 58 consonants.                     
Blocks 30 x 30mm.

word building blocks

Age 4 years +

243736 set of 26        £52.50

Each monkey has a letter printed on its tummy. Children 
simply snap the monkeys’ hands together to sequence 
the alphabet or spell simple words. Monkeys are 65mm 
high.

linking letter monkeys

Age 3 years +

241164 set of 26 £18.85

Pop together these fun popsicles to match upper and lower 
case letters. Also great for first motor skills and imaginative 
play. Colour coded for self-checking. Popsicles feature a 
different letter on each side. 100 x 30mm (l x w).

alpha pops

Age 2 years +

241156 set         £18.85

Practice letter recognition, patterning, sorting and more 
with this colourful lacing set. Includes 260 letters and 15 
laces. Letters 40mm high.

lacing alphabet

Age 3 years +

239747 set of 16     £35.00

Help develop phonemic awareness and encourage 
children to form CVC words with these wooden picture 
puzzles.

CVC puzzles

Age 3 years +

letters & sounds
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letters & sounds

X143823

early literacy progress pack

pack         £157.50

Develop literacy skills throughout your early years 
environment, including resources that are durable for 
use outdoors. This pack encourages children to explore 
the alphabet in a variety of multi-sensory ways. Pack 
contains Active Alphabet cards, 6 x tabards, literacy 
outdoors book, lower case and upper case pebbles, feely 
fabric letters, alphabet pathway mats, Tune Into... Initial 
Sounds Cards and audio CD, helping young children 
with phonological awareness book and Mr Tig Tog Dog 
soft toy. Each pack is supplied in a sturdy plastic tray and 
comes with helpful notes, including ideas for evidencing 
impact. Please allow 1 week for Direct Delivery.

Age 3 years +

243809 set of 26     £20.75

Activity cards feature extra big letters with a special 
textured surface, children just trace each letter with 
their fingers to develop pre-writing skills and letter 
recognition. Cards 130 x 100mm.

lower case tactile letters
Encourage children to practice letter recognition and 
formation. Trace the shape with a finger by starting at 
the dot and following the arrows, go wrong and the 
rough texture provides sensory input for self-checking. 
The sturdy plastic letters can be used in all types of 
messy play. 124 pieces - 4 of each consonant and 8 of 
each vowel. Letters 100 x 70mm (l x w).

tactile letters

241113 set of 124      £24.50
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Helps to build important 

motor memory skills

ideal for 
pre writing 
activities

226432

feels-write letter stones
Starting at the green dot, children will enjoy tracing each letter shape with their finger, 
building important motor-memory skills. Includes activity leaflet. Stones 75-135mm.

226416

feels-write pre-writing stones
Ideal for pre-writing activities, these tactile stones will help children to build their fine motor skills and the language to talk 
about shapes and patterns. Includes activity leaflet. Stones 95-120mm.

scr
ibble

set of 26
£47.50

set of 12
£35.00

letters & sounds
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colour & shape

158178 set £21.30

A versatile resource for introducing 2D geometric shapes 
for Foundation and KS1. Included is an embroidered 
shape bag, 10 assorted 2D foam shapes, 10 labels and a 
useful activity sheet. 

2D shape bag

Age 3 years +

243833 set £91.70

Introduce colour and texture with this wonderful set of 
discovery boxes. Children reach in to explore a soft blue 
fish, a squeezable red ball and more as well as discover 
one colour at a time. 16 shapes in 4 surface-washable 
vinyl boxes. Box 130 x 130 x 130mm.

coloured discovery boxes

Age 18 months +
240613

rainbow design blocks
Easy building blocks for endless design possibilities. As 
children create, they build shape recognition and explore 
size relationships. 12 vibrant colours, 4 shapes and lots of 
different sizes. Plus wooden storage box. Longest piece: 
240mm.

242144 set £26.50

A fun way for children to practice the required skills for 
handwriting, including pencil grip, motor control and 
hand/eye coordination while at the same time learning 
about colour. Just move the coloured balls around the 
board with the pencil and put them in the corresponding 
coloured flower. 260 x 260mm.

magma maze flowers

Age 3 years +

set of 38
£51.50
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a great start to 
shape recognition

243825

shapes discover boxes
Open up the box to discover what shape is inside. Children 
explore shapes one at a time as they open up the boxes to 
discover a round wheel, a triangular pizza slice and more. 
A great start to shape recognition. 16 shapes in 4 surface-
washable vinyl boxes. Box 130 x 130 x 130mm.

Age 18 months +

242381

giant linking shapes
These chunky, interlocking shapes are ideal for 
small hands and can be used for colour, sorting, 
pattern and shape sequencing activities both 
indoors and out. 4 each of square, rectangle, 
circle and triangle with shape’s name in Braille. 
Rectangle measures 240 x 170mm.

Age 3 years +

241695 set     £14.65

Colour coordinated shapes to turn and sort. The 3 pieces 
of each shape will only fit on the corresponding post. 
Helps develop hand/eye coordination.

creative play puzzles

241776 set     £19.49

Shape matching board with chunky geometrical pieces 
that are easy to lift out of their tray. Encourages colour 
and shape recognition.

chunky shape matching board

set
£89.50

set of 16
£66.50

colour & shape



240117 

Sort the pieces by shape and characteristics to complete 
the puzzle. 16 pieces. 210 x 210mm (l x w).

£9.40

geometric shapes 
logic puzzle
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colour & shape

242691 each £17.60

A plastic egg box containing a dozen eggs which each 
pull apart to reveal brightly coloured numbers to match 
with their corresponding pegs and holes. 

number & colour match eggs

Age 18 months +

baby puzzles

Age 2 years +

3 different shapes with 3 pictures underneath.   300 x 
120 x 15mm (l x w x d).

3 same-size coloured circles for lifting with a peg to 
reveal 3 animals in different colours underneath. 300 x 
120 x 15mm (l x w x d).

237736 shapes          each £8.35

237728 colours          each £8.35

224642 set of 6 £5.15

Designed to assist with colour recognition and literacy. 
Features the name of the bag’s colour printed on the bag.

coloured bean bags



BANG BANG!
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241652

first discovery pack
A set of activity boards for children to begin to 
recognise shapes, colours and numbers. Counting 
stacker, first shape puzzle board and colourful 
pounding board plus hammer.

Age 1 year +

each            £21.00

203076

shape sorter
Match each of these chunky, brightly coloured 
wooden shapes to the correct slot on the base 
board. Blocks can be stored in the base tray when 
not in use. Board size 150 x 150 x 50mm (w x d x h).

Age 1 year +

each            £10.35

tea 
anyone?

243612

build & nest sensory stacker
With bright colours, bold patterns and fun-to-touch 
textures, these stackers are sure to stimulate tots. 
Extra-chunky pieces are easy for little ones to stack, 
nest and explore. Largest piece 90mm.

set of 16 £35.75

Age 12 months +

241024

serving shapes tea set
Serve up some early years fun. The Serving Shapes Tea 
Set encourages early number and counting skills with 
its numbered tea cups featuring matching early years 
shapes. 

set £18.85

colour & shape



BEEP B
EEP!
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colour & shape

212547

sound puzzles
These attractive sound puzzles involve identifying and matching the 6 puzzle pieces to the images and shapes on the board. 
When correctly matched a realistic corresponding sound is played. A great cause and effect toy. Made from Birch plywood 
and supplied with 2 x AAA 1.5 V batteries. 300 x 220mm.

set of 2 £33.00

241628

snap ‘n’ learn dinos
Children develop their fine motor skills and build their 
early number and counting skills as they piece together 
the colourful dinosaurs. Each dino is marked with a 
unique shape on its head and back, encouraging young 
learners to find the two that match together. Set includes 
ten, two piece plastic dinos.

Age 2 year +

set of 10     £16.75

241687

shake & match shape sorter
A colourful shape sorter with 5 x 3D shapes to slot 
through the corresponding holes. The window posting 
shapes contain beads to rattle.  170 x 150 
x 120mm (l x w x h).

Age 1 year +

each        £15.70



Introducing the concepts of numbers 1 to 5: digits, fingers, dots and collections. 
Children will learn the basics of counting as they sequence the different pieces 
into their correct order. 25 pieces. 235 x 235mm (l x w).

240125 numbers £9.40

numbers logic puzzle
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116459

spotty dogs + match & count
Enjoy this Spotty Dogs game for 2-4 players, to aid 
counting skills. An exciting range of games to aid children 
in simple mathematics and fractions. Can be played in 
groups to encourage interaction.

Age 3 - 6 years

Includes 2 great games in 1
set of 2

£18.79

245127 each         £17.80

This attractive tray is designed to encourage all sorts of 
sorting. The nine sections, arranged in a 3 x 3 array, are perfect 
to help children sort according to particular criteria, such as 
size, shape, number, colour or pattern. Made from sustainably 
sourced beech wood, the tray measures 230 x 230 x 20mm. 
Counters not included.

natural sorting tray

249688

jelly maths symbols and 
numbers

set        £22.31

counting & sorting

count up to 20!

242454

1-20 number beads
Sets of beads numbered from 1-20 along with strings 
for them to be threaded onto. They are only marked 
on one side so the number can be hidden for children 
to identify the missing part of the number line. Great 
for introducing children to simple counting exercises. 
Includes 80 beads in 4 colours, 4 strings each 520mm.
Age 3 years +

set
£29.50
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counting & sorting

200506 set         £17.80

These cookies provide an engaging and imaginative way 
to develop early maths skills. Soft plastic counting cookies 
feature numbers on their base with the corresponding 
number of ‘chocolate chips’ on top to encourage number 
recognition and for early counting activities. Includes 
numbers 0-10 on 11 numbered cookies in a storage jar with 
lid. Cookies measure 50mm in diameter.

counting cookies

A great all rounder! Develop colour recognition, fine motor skills and early numeracy

241970 each         £21.00

Have fun counting to 10 with these sausages sizzling in a 
pan. Sausages fix to the fabric chart with hook and loop 
fastenings. 370 x 540mm (w x l).

ten fat sausages chart

Age 3 years + each         £21.00241997

Children count along with this fun and colourful Five Little 
Monkeys Chart with 5 attachable monkeys. Song words 
included. 370 x 540mm (w x l).

five little monkeys chart

bounce!

176877

super sorting pie
Teaches key early numeracy skills as children sort the fruit 
counters by their attributes. Place the sorting cards into the 
pie base to provide visual cues that support student success. 
Jumbo tweezers reinforce motor skills. Includes 60 x 40mm 
counters (7 fruits in 5 different colours), 220mm durable plastic 
pie, removable divider, 3 double-sided sorting cards, 2 jumbo 
tweezers and activity guide. 
Age 3 years +

set
£19.90

262331

number matching puzzle set
Identify the numbers and count up the animals for a 
perfect match! This unique wooden puzzle set helps 
to develop counting and numerical skills. Each chunky 
wooden puzzle piece is generously sized to make it easier 
for little hands to lift, grasp, examine and replace. 

set of 2 £10.00
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243876

count & link
The links snap onto each elephant’s trunk so children just 
link them together to count out each number, for involving, 
hands-on maths practice with plenty of visual reinforcement. 
Includes 20 double-sided chipboard elephants labelled with 
the numbers 1-20, plus 250 plastic links in 4 bright colours.
Age 3 years +

243930 set of 30      £46.75

Each brightly coloured monkey has a big, bold number 
from 1 to 30 printed on its belly. Children just link the 
monkeys’ hands together to build number recognition, 
practice counting, boost sequencing skills and more. 
Monkey height 60mm.

linking number monkeys

Age 3 years +

set
£34.30

227471 set £49.50

Develop early mathematical skills with these 
attractive Ladybug Stones. Durable and 
weatherproof, they can be used to explore 
counting to 20, odd and even numbers, 
addition and subtraction. Each set includes 
2 each of 0-11 (22 Ladybugs), 16 colourful 
activity cards and an activity leaflet full 
of related ideas and games. Each ladybug 
measures 50mm.

ladybugs & activity 
cards

244910 set of 8 £29.10

These highly appealing and wonderfully tactile eggs will 
help develop children’s comparison and sorting skills. 
The set of 8 eggs is ideal to stimulate both language 
development and mathematical skills as children sort the 
eggs by size and weight.

size sorting eggs

counting & sorting
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counting & sorting

74489 set of 6        £6.25

Plastic bowls that can be used for sorting and classifying. 
Supplied in 6 assorted colours. Colours may vary.

sorting bowls

242675 set of 6      £17.80

Set of brightly-coloured flower-shaped trays, great 
for all counting, sorting and classifying activities and 
also ideal for use as a paint tray or for colour mixing.                                  
400mm diameter.

flower sorting trays

Age 1 year +

245143 set £35.00

Includes 20 honey bee number stones (2 each of numbers 
1-10) and 16 activity cards (275 x 210mm).

honey bee number kit

Age 3 years +

buz
zzz

buzzzz

Age 3 years +

242861

fruit & veg colour 
sorting set
5 stackable wooden crates filled with 20 wooden 
fruit and vegetables all colour coded. Use to  develop 
sorting, shape recognition and matching skills. 
Crates measure 350 x 150 x 110mm (l x w x h).

set
£42.00

74497

three bear family counters
Ideal for introducing children to the concepts of counting, 
sorting, matching and weight. 4 colours in 3 sizes (20 
large, 20 medium and 40 small).
Age 3 years +

set of 80
£18.85
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counting & sorting

220116 set of 10 £29.50

Young children often struggle just as much with forming 
numerals correctly as they do with letters. Let them take 
a hands-on approach using this set of 10 tactile number 
stones (0-9). Individual stones measure between 120-
135mm. 

feels-write number stones

Age 3 years +

174491 set of 50 £31.60

Cast from a resin and stone mix, each pebble is engraved 
with a number and measures between 30-45mm. Includes: 2 
each of numbers 0-20 and plus, minus and equals symbols. 1 
each of times and divide symbols and a leaflet of ideas and 
activities.

number pebbles sum building set

1

2

3

4

5

244945 set of 20 £24.00

This inviting set of 20 double-sided stones is ideal for 
counting, pattern making, number beads and sorting, 
among other maths concepts. Stones measure 45mm dia 
and 10mm at the thickest point.

two-tone counting stones

244937 set of 5 £36.70

As a set, these beautiful wooden trays show clearly how 
numbers increase in size. Use them with counters to explore 
what number bands can be created on a single tray. Combine 
trays to explore how numbers relate to each other and can be 
presented as arrays.

5, 4, 3, 2, 1 frame tray set

218979 set of 20 £21.00

sorting stones
Cast from a unique mix including real stone, each durable 
stone measures 40-45mm and has a colourful bug character 
engraved on one side. Each set comes with 5 bug body shapes 
in 4 colours and an additional activities leaflet.



240095  sizes

Sort the puzzles by size and colour and extend 
vocabulary. 12 pieces. 210 x 210mm (l x w).

£9.40

sizes logic puzzle
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240133 set £23.50

These pattern cards and beads help to develop logical thought 
to re-create complex patterns. Children have to slide large 
beads, made from coloured, varnished wood, in 3 shapes, 3 
sizes and 4 colours onto wooden pins. Largest bead 22mm. 
Includes 78 wooden beads, 4 wooden pins, 24 model cards and 
1 teacher’s leaflet.

wooden bead activity kit

Age 4 years +

250155

my first workbench

set £40.00

Creativity and construction combine with this early years 
construction set. Little ones can watch their designs come to 
life using the play power tools to create cool designs with 
colour. Set includes realistic workbench with storage drawer, 
electric bolt driver, play hammer, 60 plastic bolts, 60 plastic nails 
and multilingual activity guide with ten patterns. Bolt driver 
requires 3 AAA batteries (not included). Workbench measures 
380 x 320mm (l x w).

155179 set £49.00

This versatile set includes 96 bear counters in 3 sizes and 6 
colours, 6 sorting bowls, 50mm colour cube, number cube, 
16 pattern and sequencing cards and a bear game spinner. 
Packed in a handy storage box.

sort, pattern & play activity set

Age 3 years +

patterns & sequencing
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244988 activity cards   
Designed to be used alongside the Dinosaur Bones set (Code 244961), these exciting 
and wonderfully attractive activity cards are an ideal way to encourage children 
to match, count, compare, order and measure the bones they discover. Made from 
durable PVC. Ideal for use outdoors. 275 x 210mm.

dinosaur match & measure

set of 16 £15.85

Age 3 years +

244961 dinosaur bones set  
Cast from a durable and unique mix, these bones will instantly appeal to children’s 
instincts to explore, investigate, collect, compare and measure. Each bone increases in 
size and can be used to introduce the concept of measurement, doubling and halving. 
The set includes 16 bones, 2 of each: Size 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180 and 200mm.

set of 16 £36.70

time & measurement
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X146233 activity set   
This fun and engaging set includes 77 pieces; Botley robot, 
remote programmer, detachable robot arms, 40 coding cards, 6 
boards, 8 sticks, 12 cubes, 2 cones, 2 flags, 2 balls, a goal and 
a sheet of stickers. Also includes a comprehensive multilingual 
activity guide. Botley measures 125mm x 100mm (w x h). Robot 
requires 3 AAA batteries (not included) and remote programmer 
requires 2 AAA batteries (not included). Please allow 2 weeks for 
Direct Delivery.

set £63.00

Age 5 years +

251453 action challenge
This fun and engaging robot accessory pack includes; 30 small 
dominoes, 2 balls, swinging hammer, rotating gate, ramp, large 
dominos, medium dominos, cup and detachable robot arms. Also 
includes a comprehensive multi-lingual activity guide.

set  £11.08

X146225 Botley the coding robot
Designed to engage children in Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths! Primary learners can get  hands-
on with STEM learning with this colourful early coding robot! Young learners can explore early coding and 
programming concepts. Children program Botley to perform a sequence of steps whilst avoiding obstacles, 
manoeuvring courses and moving objects. Please allow 2 weeks for Direct Delivery.

each  £47.50

botley the coding robot

coding & ICT
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153648 set of 6     £16.75

Where can you make the magnet stick? How does it work? 
For these kinds of discussions and more, use these durable, 
plastic horseshoe-shaped magnets. Good for small groups 
or individual learning. 142mm high.

horseshoe magnets

198846 kit      £29.00

Supports hands-on science investigations into concepts 
including science processes, living and non-living things, 
physical science, senses and more. Includes beakers, 
magnifying glass, funnel, pipette, flask, tweezers, goggles, 
large and small test tubes with lids and stands and 10 
activity cards.

junior laboratory

Age 3 years +

207217 set         £21.50

Includes 5 nesting measuring bottles (100-3000ml), 3 
measuring jugs, 5 measuring cups and 6 measuring spoons.

liquid volume measurement set

241350

152935

set of 6      £12.55

set      £31.50

Jumbo pipettes for little hands that are ideal for 
developing fine motor skills while learning primary 
science. Ideal for experimenting with volume and cause 
and effect. The sturdy stand keeps droppers in place. 
Length 115mm.

The perfect set to develop magnetic investigation. Comes 
with a useful A4 background information booklet with 16 
experiments linked to the QCA science curriculum for Key 
Stage 1. Contains 4 wands, 20 magnetic marbles, 2 plastic 
cased magnets, a super magnet, a set of floating ring 
magnets and a small horseshoe magnet. All components 
slot into a purpose made plastic moulded carry box for 
easy counting out and counting in.

jumbo droppers

primary magnet set

Age 3 years +

early science
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treasure basket packs

A great collection of decorative and tactile shells for your 
interest table or treasure baskets. An ideal resource to 
encourage group discussion. Collected from monitored sites 
to ensure sustainability.

243248 shells (2kg)       £30.00

243221 stones (4kg)       £29.50
This beautiful set of highly polished stones are perfect for 
sorting, counting and sequencing and are a great sensory 
addition to your treasure baskets or interest table. The 
stones come in a number of different shapes, sizes, colours 
and textures, creating interesting topics for discussion. 
Contents: 1kg tiger eye polished pebbles, 1kg assorted 
polished stones, 1kg black polished pebbles and 1kg white 
polished pebbles.

treasure!

exploration & curiosity

242535

sensory rainbow cascade set
6 large sensory liquid towers, each containing 2 streams of coloured liquid which cascade to the 
bottom in droplets at varying speeds.

set of 6
£24.50
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exploration & curiosity

A set of 6 reflective mirror balls that look identical but all 
have individual characteristics. Some wobble when rolled, 
or turn and won’t roll in a straight line, some feel funny 
when twisted, spun or shaken, and others make different 
shaker or rattle sounds. Robust lightweight, hardwearing 
stainless steel. 100mm diameter.

Beautiful smooth solid beechwood loose parts in the seven 
colours of the rainbow, with a natural finish to show the 
grain of the wood. Ideal for creating imaginative scenes, 
encouraging construction skills, counting and sorting, 
stacking and sequencing, pattern-making and learning 
about colour. Contains 84 wooden pieces, 7 of each shape, 
size and colour in cotton drawstring bag. 

mystery sensory ballsrainbow wooden super set

242497X160793 set  of 6 £38.50set  of 84 £96.00

Age 3 months +

reflect buttons
259144 gold £42.00

silver £34.00

colour £42.00

259152

259160

natural wooden buttons
259187 £28.00

242616

perception semispheres
See the world in different colours with these perception 
semispheres. By holding 2 or 3 together, you can mix 
and create new colours or hold it over an object to see 
it magnified 4 or 5 times. Can be used on a light panel 
to enhance the colours or would be a great addition to a 
treasure basket.

set of 8       £37.50

Age 3 months +
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Perfect for little ones
 

to hold!

242160

infinity mirror
This mirror creates a series of smaller and smaller reflections 
that appear to recede into the distance. 150mm diameter.

234680

Includes: Colour-changing moon rock with remote, 
colour-changing large tambourine, rainbow projector 
light, large hand held spinning ball, infinity mirror, 
flashing mini-aquarium.

each       £56.50

large light up accessory kit

234702

Includes: 2 x fibre optic lamps, shake and shine glitter 
lamp, 4 x colour-changing eggs, 2 x light up sticks, 1 x light 
up mini-aquarium, 2 x spiky balls, 1 x tangle ball and 1 x 
space ball.

each       £47.00

small light up accessory kit

234672

Provides a bright projection room for an internal 
projection lamp and is light enough for external 
projection to shine through the fabric for versatility 
and variety of light sources and hours of entertainment. 
Easy to fold for condensed storage and comes with own 
carry case/storage bag. 1050 x 1050 x 1100mm.

each       £47.00

white sensory den

£13.60
each

light, colour & reflection
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X123403 cube (400mm cubed)

sensory lights
Using the remote control, choose 1 of 16 different colours or set to fade smoothly through the entire 
spectrum. The egg and pebble have base station recharge units. The cube recharges from a mains plug. 6 
hour recharge cycle gives an average 10 hours of light. The units are water resistant, rated IP65 and tested 
up to 80kg load. Please allow 7 - 14 days for Direct Delivery.

each         £97.50

X123391 egg (300 x 300 x 420mm) each         £89.50

X127247 pebble (400 x 400 x 200mm) each         £82.00

X123428 bundle (1 each of egg, cube and pebble)   set of 3  £251.00

242195

colour changing flat pebble
340 x 340 x 120mm.

each       £50.50

242187

colour changing mood blocks
These LED colour changing cubes are ideal for bringing a 
sensory feel to your setting. Phasing through a spectrum of 
6 colours, they are just made for little hands.    
75 x 75 x 75mm (l x w x h).

set of 4
£12.55

X160805

sensory mood water table
This colour-changing water table brings a whole new 
perspective to water exploration and sensory discovery. 
The shallow well can be filled with water, jelly, foam, 
sand or translucent objects for exploring light and 
colour. Charging is via the safe low voltage 5V DC 
unit supplied. An 8-hour charge cycle will provide 
an average of 5-10 hours of light, depending on the 
program setting. Includes information sheet in 4 
languages. Size: 580 x 800mm dia. Well depth 185mm.

each       £160.00

light, colour & reflection
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light, colour & reflection

178551

hand-held foam mirror
Children will enjoy this vivid purple hand-held 
mirror with easy hold handles and the large mirror 
surface (240 x 138mm). Use for observation of 
reflection, self observation, role play and reflection 
and symmetry. 455 x 245 x 30mm.

each       £18.13

Age 3 years +

178489

wood-effect softie tray
This plain acrylic mirror is entirely surrounded by soft 
EVA sponge foam, providing young children with 
something they can use in role play and self-reflection. 
Can also be used indoors or out as a mini observation 
arena, a small world environment and as a wall mirror. 
Size: 380 x 280 x 40mm.

each £21.00
Age 3 years +

X148853

249645

black out sensory den

jelly circles

This black out den provides a multi-sensory learning environment 
for children of all ages and abilities, and can also have a calming 
and relaxing effect. The hexagonal shape is easy to assemble 
and has covered windows so the light can be let in. Add mirrors 
and lights for added stimulation. Please allow 4 weeks for Direct 
Delivery. 1390 x 1000 x 1210mm (l x w x h).

Set of 5 coloured circles filled with gel, non-toxic oil and 
glitter, which can be squeezed and pressed. Children 
can see the sparkly pieces move and make different 
patterns. Perfect for use in sand and on light tables.

each       £141.00

£6.92 178535

small hexagonal softies
Set of hand-held foam surround mirrors. Colour-coded: 
Orange for concave, red for convex, purple, blue and 
yellow for plain. Tough waterproof EVA foam frames 
surrounding safety acrylic mirrors. Includes adhesive pads 
for wall mounting. Size: Point to point: 190mm.

set of 5 £36.50
Age 3 years +
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62014 each     £6.68

Easy to use field study viewer as objects are always correctly 
focused. Specimens can be viewed from above and from 
the side.

two-way viewer

197785

windy playground sensory set
Contents may vary slightly depending on availability of items. Set includes a range of 
windmills, mobiles, windsocks and wind chimes.

set of 20
£117.50

152927

de-luxe sheet finder
The perfect hand held, low cost magnifier that’s easy to 
use and store. Giving between 2x and 3x magnification.          
225 x 145mm.

£4.22
each

natural world
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natural world

241415

jumbo magnifiers
Observe on a grand scale with these extra-large magnifiers, sized perfectly for small hands. Ideal 
for taking a closer look at plants, animals and insects in life science lessons. Built-in stand allows for 
hands-free viewing at 4.5x magnification. 200 x 115mm (l x d).
Age 3 - 6 years 

239313 set £29.50

Witness the wonder of the butterfly life cycle with this 
amazing educational experience. The see-through mesh 
and zippered entry allow easy access for care and feeding 
of 10 caterpillars to metamorphose into 10 Painted Lady 
butterflies. Includes: Pavilion habitat, pre-paid postage 
certificate for 10 Painted Lady butterfly larvae with 
special food, instructions and fact filled activity guide. 
600mm height.  N.B. This kit does not include any live 
insects. Complete and post the mail coupon to get your 
larvae.

butterfly pavillion

Age 4 years +

219002 set of 8      £17.90

Discover and examine this set of 8 attractive, realistic 
and tactile specimens, including ammonite, clam shell, 
fern leaf, preserved leaves, sea urchin, shark’s tooth, 
shrimp and trilobite. Made from a unique stone mix, 
they are robust enough to be used throughout an early 
years setting, both indoors and out. 80-90mm.

play & explore fossils

Age 4 years +

Great for indoor 

and outdoor use

flut
ter

flutter

set of 6
£19.90
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242004

monkey weather chart
What is the weather doing today? Learn the days of the week, 
discuss the weather and then dress the monkey in appropriate 
clothes. 500 x 700mm (l x w).

Age 3 - 6 years 

£42.35
each

225967 set of 8      £18.40

A realistic set of 8 bugs: Ant, beetle, butterfly, 
centipede, dragonfly, ladybird, spider and woodlouse. 
Make a record of what’s been found by taking a wax 
rubbing and/or making an imprint in modelling clay. 
Able to fit well in small hands, these bugs will inspire 
children’s imagination.

let’s investigate bugs

Age 2 years +

242942 set of 6      £20.50

A set of observation pots with a magnifier in the 
brightly coloured push on lids. Ideal for investigating 
natural resources up close. 60mm diameter lens with 3x 
magnification.

rainbow viewers

Age 3 years +

look carefully!

a safe way to view 

bugs & plants upclose

241423

geosafari bugnoculars
Encourage little ones to explore their world. The 
easy-to-use bug viewing jar is perfectly sized for 
little hands. Ideal for catching and exploring bugs, 
flowers and leaves. 3x and 2x magnifiers. Snap-lock 
lid with air holes. 200 x 130 x 130mm (l x w x h).

Age 3 years +

set
£10.45

natural world
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anatomically correct dolls
Made of vinyl so that they can be washed and 
bathed. 400mm high.

238295 african boy £21.50

238317 african girl £21.50

238325 oriental boy £21.50

238341 oriental girl £21.50

238368 asian boy £21.50

238376 asian girl £21.50

238384 white boy £21.50

238392 white girl £21.50

Age 3 years +

people & communities

251674

dolls’ clothing - 
multicultural

set of 8      £47.00

Pack of 8 multicultural dolls’ clothes including 
Middle Eastern, African, Indian and Oriental. To 
fit 380mm high dolls.
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115746 people with disabilities set of 6

Each piece is made from high quality vinyl and comes with a 10 year guarantee. The 
tallest figure of each set is 140mm high.

block people

 £37.00

115673 european people  set of 8  £36.00

115703 middle eastern people set of 8  £36.00

115711 african people  set of 8  £36.00

115738 far eastern people  set of 8  £36.00

A
B

C

D E

A

B
C
D

E

234605

happy doll families set

Age 3 years +

set of 12    £33.00

A happy family that includes Grandma, Grandpa, Mum, 
Dad, Sister and Brother. Fits perfectly into the All Seasons 
Doll House (item code 234591). The family is also fun to 
play with on its own. Includes  one Caucasian family and 
one African American family.

hello!

people & communities
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people & communities

All costumes conform to BSEN71 regulations. Suitable for age 3-5 years up to 
1100mm tall. Can be used over clothes. Polyester based, can be washed on a 
gentle 40 degrees cycle, but please consult individual care instructions.

202843  £85.50

202851  £90.50

201472  £90.50

dressing up sets

STOP!

fix it

you’ve 
got 
mail!

set 1

set 2

set 3
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238643 sari

multi-ethnic dressing up outfits
Beautiful multi-ethnic costumes made by charitable institutions 
in India supporting poor and marginalised young people. Up to 
1100mm tall.

£25.50

238651 boys kurta pyjama £25.50

238678 rajasthani outfit £25.50

238694 boys lungi £25.50

238708 boys west african buba £25.50

238716 west african dress £25.50

210102

wooden doctors set

set         £37.50

A vintage style child-sized fabric Doctor’s bag filled with 
wooden medical instruments and bottles. The set includes 
a toy stethoscope, thermometer, syringe, blood pressure 
gauge, ear scope, reflex hammer, scissors and 2 x medicine 
bottles. Bag size 226 x 145 x 144mm.

Age 3 years +

210110

large vet set

set         £29.50

Everything a budding vet needs to take care of a puppy. 
Contains 12 veterinary instruments (including stethoscope, 
thermometer, syringe, blood pressure gauge, reflex 
hammer, ear scope, magnifier to inspect eyes, tweezers 
and grooming kit), soft puppy, feeding bowl and a handy 
pet carrier.

Age 3 years +

A

B
C
D

E

F

A

D E F

Age 4 - 6 years. 

CB

people & communities
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people & communities

enjoy 3 floors of fun!

240435

hospital
Comes with everything needed to nurse a favourite character back to 
health. Includes: Ambulance, Doctors, Nurses, Patients, X-ray Machine, 
Air Ambulance, MRI Scanner and more. 460 x 460 x 540mm (l x w x h).

234540

in my community

Age 2 years +

set  £85.00

Made up of 6 different roles including: Classroom, Office, 
Shop, Restaurant, Airport and Hospital. The rooms are 
interactive, making creative play all the more engaging. 24 
colourful pieces in each set.

247960

community people

Age 12 months +

set of 32 £68.50

Chunky birch plywood blocks colour printed on both sides 
with real images of people from a range of communities. 
Includes children and adults representing a variety of ages, 
professions, cultures, religions and disabilities. Approx. 
20mm thick, 125mm height.

set of 30
£94.90

239410 set of 4     £39.00

Bright, colourful tray 20 piece puzzles of happy children 
from around the world made from super-tough plastic. Trays 
360 x 260mm (l x w).

children of the world puzzles
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167347 pack of 20     £33.50

Laminated posters each with the positive statement ‘I am unique’ and showing images of children with various disabilities 
and from different cultures. Aims to help children investigate and understand our differences in a positive way. 210 x 297mm 
(A4)

i am unique posters

239402 each     £7.30

Say hello to friends in their own language. Poster measures 700 x 500mm.

hello from around the world poster

people & communities
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senses

166448

Teachable Touchables 
textured squares
Scratchy, slippery, silky or soft? Children build tactile 
awareness, vocabulary, matching and communication 
skills as they interact with these twenty textured 
squares (10 different pairs).  Each textured pillow or 
patch measures approximately 60mm - perfect for small 
hands! Cloth drawstring storage bag and activity guide 
included.

set of 20 £16.75

 (TM)

199249

tactile balls
6 coloured soft-plastic and air filled balls with varying 
surface textures. Perfectly sized to enable toddlers and 
young children to play with, hold, examine and discover 
their differences. Each ball squeaks as you squeeze 
it. Can also be used for pattern making in sand play. 
Average size: 110mm diameter.

set of 6 £24.50
Age 12 months +

Large cylinders containing gold, silver and blue 
glitter in clear liquid. Turn them over to observe the 
sensory glitter storm. 140 x 50mm.

sensory glitter storm

242500 set of 3 £21.00

Develop sensory awareness and encourage scientific exploration 
with these multifunctional plastic tubes. Freestanding,         dual-
opening tubes include 8 solid and 4 vented lids that fit securely 
and twist easily on and off, enabling children to go ‘hands-
free’ while investigating all things bright, noisy, aromatic and 
more! Tubes measure 300mm in length. Supplied empty.

sensory tubes

199273 set of 4 £24.50

Age 2 years +

Builds tactile 
awareness
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 pack of 6 x 100g £33.70

art & crafts

62405

236543

236578

236586

Assorted shapes and colours. Enlivens collages, 3D models 
and jewellery. Flat backed for easy fixing with glue. 

plain backed  pack of 450g £7.80

 pack of 10 x 40g £28.60

 pack of 6 x 60g £22.50

193534

acrylic gemstones
Bag of plastic jewels in a range of sizes, colours and shapes, 
all with a peel and stick backing. Pack of approx 70g

self adhesive  approx 70g £3.00
Age 3 years +

small tubs
10 assorted colours: Gold, Silver, Red, Green, Blue, White, 
Purple, Pink, Sky Blue and Orange.

medium or large tubs
6 assorted colours: Gold, Silver, Red, Green, Blue and White.

medium tubs

large tubs

Craft Bioglitter®
An eco-friendly alternative to traditional plastic based glitter. 92% plastic free. 4 x less glitter is required 
for the same project - 25g of Bioglitter(R) is the equivalent of 100g of traditional glitter. Supplied in 
recyclable plastic dispenser tubs.

06849

37028

tub of 100g      £2.30

tub of 500g      £9.00

bright sequins
Age 3 years +
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art & crafts

221848

221856

patterned rubber rolling pins
5 designs: Vertical Waves, Circles, Zig Zags, Horizontal 
Waves and Stripes.

4 designs: Robots, Flowers & Hearts, Birds and Space.

patterns  pack of 5 £7.05

retro pack of 4 £5.65

A

A

B

B

Contains a mixture of colours and styles including Bumpy 
and Tinsel in assorted colours, Tiger Tails in assorted stripy 
colours, Multicultural and Standard. 6mm x 300mm ( w x h)

4mm wide, 150mm long stem, assorted colours 

59854

pipe cleaners

£3.94pack of 500

pack of 250

pack of 250

197106 assorted £4.52

260460 £2.45

black with sticky back
223026 8mm, 10mm, 12mm, 15mm pack of 1000 £7.05

wiggly eyes

190675 7 - 20mm
black and multicoloured

£7.80pack of 1000

black and multicoloured
10mm, 12mm, 15mm & 20mm106003 pack of 500 £5.25

jumbo wiggly eyes
40mm260126 pack of 60 £5.05

Age 3 years +

A

B

C

A

B
C



09261

09296

205699

Smartbuy pva washable 
adhesive
Developed for younger children and formulated to wash 
from clothes, brushes and work areas. Phthalate, latex and 
gluten free.

1 litre £1.38

5 litre £4.70

class pack of 24 x 180ml £13.05

203173

203181

Smartbuy glue sticks

pack of 200 x 40g       £65.95

pack of 50 x 40g £17.10

40g
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art & crafts

Retractable glue stick which dries clear. Non-toxic. Repositionable 
for up to 2 minutes. Box will fit in Gratnells tray.

221864  lowercase

221880  numbers

stampers
  pack of 26 £15.25

  pack of 10 £6.4081000

151513

Small 10mm blade

glue spreaders

artcraft glue sticks

  pack of 10 £0.54

 pack of 12 x 40g £10.00

Solid glue for use with paper. Non-toxic and solvent free. 
Dries clear.

Our own brand 
alternative!



Age 1+
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art & crafts

Super soft modelling dough, easy to handle even for small hands. Cut, 
shape and mould. Encourages hand to eye coordination. Use with 
all types of tools, extruders and light moulding plates. Non-staining. 
Supplied in an airtight reusable tub. Wheat and gluten free. Suitable 
for nursery and primary ages.Red, Blue, Yellow, Green, Orange and 
White.

Black, White, Peach, Olive, Umber, Teak, Ochre and Ebony.

Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange, Red and Pink. 

Pastel Green, Yellow, Lilac, Pink, Orange and Blue.

92851 starter pack

136700 skin tone

205737 fluorescent colours

257419 pastels

soft dough

  pack of 6 x 150g £3.47

  tub of 8 x 300g £6.40

 tub of 6 x 300g £7.05

 pack of 6 x 150g £5.35

For modelling with dough. Use the dough machines to 
press dough using the moulds and to create patterned 
strings of dough using the slides. Set includes 7 moulds, 
2 extruding slides, 1 dough spoon and 2 dough machines.

260371

dough station set

  £2.05

106038

extruders and cutters set
12 different cutters, 20mm rolling pin and 4 extruders 
to give different shapes. For use with soft modelling 
materials.

£4.04

WARNING!
Children must 
be supervised 
when using 
dough. Ages 

are for 
guidance only
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165565

mosaic glitter circles

 pack of 3000 £10.20
Assorted sizes from 10mm to 80mm

206024

211737
assorted pom poms

plastic wheel cutters

 pack of 350 approx £3.90

 set of 6 £2.80

 pack of 50g £1.9360542
bright feathers

Standard and glitter effect. 10 - 40mm

Straight and zig-zag edges. Supplied in assorted colours. 
Approx. handle length 150mm. Wheel dia. 60mm.

art & crafts

190691
natural feathers

 pack of 50g £1.82

221333

glitter paper shapes

 pack of 3000 £7.45

Glitter paper shapes in an exciting assortment of colours, 
sized between 10 - 30mm.
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art & crafts

41661 220 x 220mm
assorted coloured felt squares

  pack of 50 £5.65

041246

shimmer shower shape mix
 Pack of 100g £1.95

259438

decorative edge scissors 

 pack of 20 £5.25
Age 3 years +

100% plastic with decorative cutting edge. 5 each of 
4 assorted designs: wavy cut, zig-zag cut, pinker and 
straight.

19658

assorted tissue paper
 pack of 480 sheets £12.95

223379

pre-school scissors

 pack of 12 £8.95
Age 2 years +

12cm. Blunt/blunt. Fibreglass safety scissors. Rounded 
blade tips, cut only paper not skin, hair or clothes and do 
not conduct electricity thanks to fiberglass blades.

WARNING!
Children should always use 

scissors under adult supervision. 

Age shown for guidance only. 
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178268

60038

bumper craft tray

coloured sand
 Set of 8 x 350g £9.20

A collection of craft items in a 75mm 
deep tray. Contains: Acrylic Jewels, 
Pony Beads, Matchsticks (Coloured and 
Plain), EVA Foam Shapes, Corrugated 
Paper Shapes, Wood Chippings, Glitter, 
Ribbons, Craft Sticks, Polystyrene 
Shapes, Feathers, Tissue Paper and 
more. Contents may vary. 

Age 3 years +

192031

tapestry mix sparkles

 pack of 6 x 230ml £17.85
Age 3 years +

Mixed pack of shaker jars with assorted coloured sparkles.

art & crafts

174173

assorted basic paper & card
 pack of 1200 sheets £31.00

tray
£23.30



250368

250376

black and white

coloured

eye stickers
Peel & stick eye stickers on a roll. Includes 4 different 
designs with approx. 12mm diameter.

1000 stickers per roll £2.06

1000 stickers per roll £3.08

Age 3 years +
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art & crafts

260541

260568

260576

nose stickers

mouth stickers

monster feature stickers

 roll of 600 £3.30

 roll of 600 £3.30

 roll of 1350 £3.75
In 6 different designs.

In 6 different designs.

Designs include mouths, eyes, horns, wings. 13 of each 
design are included.
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construction

X148647 daily life set £109.50
Includes: 243 blocks, 4 baseplates, 18 learning books.

The introduction of these extra elements in the educational sets 
will challenge children further by encouraging them to think about 
how to create simple but fun animals, buildings and vehicles. Please 
allow 1 week for Direct Delivery.

BIOBUDDI educational blocks

Made in the Netherlands, BiOBUDDi building blocks are new to the 
toy market. Unlike other building blocks, these are made from the 
leftovers of sugar cane instead of oil, making them environmentally 
friendly.

BIOBUDDI building blocks

Age 18 months +

X148683 250 block assortment set £66.00

Environmentally friendly!

compatible with other  building block brands.

learning to create - large mix

set £28.00

Within the box are 97 building blocks, 3 baseplates and a mix of 
fun stickers, plenty to build any creation a child likes.  

Playsets come with an assortment of building blocks, 
baseplates, colourful stickers and an instruction manual. 
Please allow 1 week for Direct Delivery.

X148663 
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made from solid wood with smooth edges

242128

stone look boulders
Smooth wooden building blocks, designed to look like stone 
boulders. Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

set of 18
£40.00

construction

sensory blocks set
Large hardwood blocks containing beads, transparent acrylic, coloured sand and water/glitter filled pockets in 4 different 
shapes (square, rectangle,triangle and semicircle). 

167096

set of 16
£42.00

w!rainbow!rainbo
blocks

178829

Hardwood blocks in 6 shapes and with 4 different 
transparent coloured acrylic inserts for building, comparing, 
shape recognition, colour mixing and for use on a light box. 
Size of rectangle: 100 x 50 x 25mm.

set of 24
£28.00
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soft & flexible
 

bricks

The size and colour of a house brick, these pretend bricks 
will make children feel like real little builders. With 
authentic holes through the bricks, they are easy for small 
hands to transport. Robust for indoor or outdoor play.   
300 x 100 x 65mm (l x w x h).

foam breeze blocks

244724

Little builders can lay foundations and build walls 
indoors and out with these strong foam bricks which 
are just like the real thing. The size and colour of 
house bricks but light and safe if they topple.

realistic foam house bricks

244716

set of 25
£50.50

set of 20
£50.50

set of 45
£35.00

244678

chunky soft bricks
Soft, flexible plastic building bricks, ideal for younger children to engage in 
imaginative construction activities. The pieces fit together neatly and are easy 
for small hands to pull apart. The variety of shapes and sizes in the set enables 
a good range of designs to be built.

SQUEEEZE

construction
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Connecting is easy with these 

smart magnets

A super magnetic construction set containing a range of 
differently shaped and sized blocks for creating vehicles, 
buildings and abstract designs. Each block contains smart 
magnets that rotate in any direction to find polar opposites, 
ensuring a secure magnetic connection with a satisfying click 
when pieces are placed adjacent to each other. Includes ideas 
for construction. Size of vehicle chassis: 98mm.

magnetic block set

244694

set of 36
£52.00

Create and discover magnetic fun. This construction set is ideal 
for young children and is easy to connect and take apart. Build 
with pieces that stick together with ease. Contents: 15 long 
rods, 35 short rods and 22 balls. Ball 55mm diameter. Largest 
rod 130mm long.

jumbomagnetics

242136 set of 72    £68.50
Age 2 years +

179485

pieces of wood
Pieces of Wood is a very natural but very different 
approach to building blocks! The pieces are cut from 
the branches of responsibly harvested trees, the bark 
is not removed and each set is unique. Most of the 
pieces are 20, 40, 60, 80 or 100mm long with parallel 
ends but they vary naturally in diameter; the set 
also includes platform places and other challenging 
shapes.

set of 40
£32.00

construction
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Help to encourage patience and concentration

247499

domino rally
Great patience and concentration is 
needed to build a domino rally and 
then one little tap and watch them all 
cascade along one by one. Set contains 
approx. 250 pieces including steps arch 
and bell to take the domino rally to the 
next level.

set of 250
£15.00

190942

magic gears

Age 2 years +

set of 110   £68.50

Gear block set with instruction manual on how to build 72 different 
models. vro

om
!

The chunky design makes the product easy to grip and 
manipulate. Each piece is white on one side and coloured 
on the other which leads the user to understand the simple 
assembly. Contains: 20 squares and 20 triangles.

my first polydron

232262 set of 40   £51.50

Age 2 years +

Multi-coloured durable plastic construction toy. A simple 
interlocking system. This pack contains the basic building 
shapes. 

interstar rings pack

09911 set of 48   £14.30

Age 3 years +

construction
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construction

Beautiful smooth solid beechwood nesting shapes in 
the seven colours of the rainbow, with a natural finish 
to show the grain of the wood. The inner block is a 
solid 3D shape.

261416 triangle

squares

261424 arches

rectangle261432

261440

rainbow architect

£19.00each

each

each

each

£17.00

£21.00

£19.00

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

w!rainbow!rainbo
architect
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construction

242098

metallic building blocks

set of 14 pieces   £47.50

Light and easy to hold, these beautiful blocks will engage children 
as they play, design and construct. Not suitable for use with sand or 
water. Avoid using in direct sunlight.

Natural wooden building bricks are an eco-friendly way 
to help children develop their fine motor skills and hand-
to-eye coordination as they pile them up to make towers 
or create unique buildings. Contains 50 large bricks of 
assorted shapes in a linen drawstring sack.

large natural blocks

245305 set of 50 pieces £32.50

Colourful building bricks made of high-quality beech 
wood. Including a printed cotton bag for practical safe-
keeping.

basic building blocks

234788 set of 100 pieces   £16.55

Eco-friendly 
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den making

X142110

camouflage den

set    £83.00

Pack contains 5m each of jungle camouflage drill (1.5m 
wide), desert camouflage drill (1.5m wide), fine weave 
hessian (0.9m wide) and open weave jute scrim (1.3m 
wide). Please allow 7 days for Direct Delivery.

234656

EZ Fort

set    £54.00

Each EZ Fort 54 piece kit comes with enough pieces to 
build plenty of creations. Just add a sheet or covering to 
complete that special design.

X142090

sparkle den

set    £46.00

Pack contains gold, silver, red, turquoise and purple. 5 
x 2m lengths. Please allow 7 days for Direct Delivery.
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den making

233269 camo set of 20

large pegs
Ideal for den building, these pegs have been designed for 
use by little hands. Supplied in a drawstring bag.

£10.35

216739 red set of 20 £10.35

216380 blue set of 20 £10.35

Age 3 years +

X152073

wigwam

set    £83.00

Printed linen tent with door and window. Poles coated with 
plastic, fixed on top. Mounted height 1480mm, bottom 
measures 1500mm from point to point across centre. Easy 
assembly and light. Please allow 1 week for Direct Delivery.

X152098

fantasy den

set    £53.00

This pack contains 3m each of silver and gold sequin 
fabric and 4 x 3m lengths of organza. Please allow 1 
week for Direct Delivery.

Designed for little hands
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150mm diameter foam pads containing coloured ink in a 
plastic saucer. Safe to use with hands and feet. 

 pack of 40 £1.80

size 14 pack of 3 £2.37

brights pack of 6 £8.40

size 10 pack of 3 £2.10

 class pack of 144 £35.55

 pack of 40 £1.86

size 18 pack of 3 £2.97

rainbow  £2.13

 pack of 8 £2.88

mark making

25256

220469

206369

147338

257133

220485

214353

220493

147346

assorted colours

white

chunky chalk

easy grip brushes

ink pads

Crayola washable fibre tip pens
Can be used inside and outside.

Age 4 years +

Non-roll brushes with hogs hair bristles. Length 115mm.

Broadline, conical, crush resistant tips, draw both thick 
and thin lines. Longer lasting and won’t dry out as the 
tip can be rejuvenated by dipping in room temperature 
water. Specially formulated to wash off machine washable 
clothing. It also washes off walls, carpets and furniture 
with warm water and a sponge.

Age 4 years +
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1-5mm line width. A range of classroom pens in assorted 
bright colours. Suitable for all types of school drawing 
and colouring activities. Super washable. Conform to 
EN71. Non toxic. 

mark making

194875

114073

118028

patterned rockers

Smartbuy fibre tip pens, 
jumbo conical tip

animal   pack of 4  £4.57

   pack of 12  £2.02

   pack of 144  £18.75

4 assorted animal patterns: Zebra, Fish Scales, Alligator 
and Snake. 50 x 50 x 60mm (l x w x h).

Age 3 years +

Letters a - z. 45 x 25mm (lxh). Assorted colours. Ideal for use with 
ready-mixed paint. Easily washed and reused.

5 assorted shapes: Boat, Aeroplane, Train, Lorry and Car. 50-140 x 
50mm (lxh). Includes 4 background pictures and instructions. Ideal 
for use with ready-mixed paint. Easily washed and reused.

5 assorted shapes: Cow, Sheep, Pig, Rabbit and Duck. 

9 assorted shapes: 7 Dinosaurs, 1 Footprint and 1 Tree. Assorted 
bright colours. 90-130mm approx. Ideal material for young children 
to explore colours and texture as well as the world of dinosaurs.

lower case letters pack of 26 £2.61

transport pack of 5 £2.45

animals pack of 5 £2.45

dinosaurs pack of 9 £1.95

204293

221686

221694

259004

sponge foam shapes

Age 3 years +
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Soft grip. 4 assorted patterns: Swirls & Dots, Recessed 
Circles, Raised Circles and Raised Pyramids. 58 x 50mm 
(dia. x h). Suitable for making shapes in paint, clay or 
sand.

mark making

177997

194913

mini foam dabbers

hemispherical rockers
   pack of 12  £2.77

   pack of 4  £4.05

Mounted in a plastic cup and with a domed head to 
produce a variety of effects. 35 x 70mm (dia. x l).

Age 3 years +

Full alphabet and punctuation marks. Stencil size: 208 x 197mm. 
Letter height: 170mm. Each stencil comes complete with the cut-out 
which can be used as a template. Ideal for art and craft activities.

Numbers 0-9, and arithmetic symbols. Stencil size: 197 x 152mm. 
Number height: 170mm. Each stencil comes complete with the 
cut-out which can be used as a template. Ideal for art and craft 
activities. 

6 assorted fruits: Lemon, Apple, Banana, Pear, Pineapple and Grape. 
Size: 140 x 150mm.

6 assorted vegetables: Carrot, Mushroom, Courgette, Tomato, 
Aubergine and Celery. Size: 140 x 150mm. 

lower case alphabet pack of 27 £4.46

numbers pack of 12 £2.20

fruit pack of 6 £1.40

vegetables pack of 6 £1.40

221546

221562

221651

221678

stencils

Washable rubber with strap on the reverse for fitting the 
hand through. Safe to use with hands and feet. Can also 
be used with dough. 

Age 3 years +

6 assorted shapes: Lion, Lioness, Hippo, Palm Tree, Monkey 
and Elephant. 75 x 18mm (dia x h)

60 x 17mm (dia x h)

texture pack of 4 £3.24

jungle pack of 6 £2.15221716

221724

palm printers

Washable, durable and flexible colourful plastic stencils.
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mark making

25421

177970

31505

177938

Crayola my first chunky wax 
crayons

junior class painting set

Lyra Ferby coloured pencils

   pack of 144  £14.50

   set of 65  £27.45

   pack of 96  £32.95

   class pack of 288  £96.00

Chunky, easy to grip crayons that are less breakable than 
standard crayons. Smooth even lay down of colour with 
minimum flaking. 24 assorted colours. 18 x 67mm

Age 1+

Comprehensive set of painting accessories all in one 
box. Contents: 30 Short Hog Hair Round Brushes (sizes 8, 
12 and 18), 4 Paint pot Trays for eight pots, 5 six well 
Palettes, 5 Inking Trays, 12 Pattern Foam Rollers and 9 
Assorted Foam Brushes.

10 x 120mm quality wooden triangular colour pencil. 
6.25mm highly pigmented lead for vibrant colours. Ideal 
for everyday drawing and colouring. 12 assorted colours.

255653

crafty mats

   pack of 5  £5.04

Easy-to-clean translucent polypropylene mats. Hard-
wearing and flexible, they protect work surfaces from 
stains and spills. 500 x 360mm. Assorted colours.
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mark making

53465

208280

195332

210994 pack of 12 x 10g £4.54

191825 set of 12 x 40g £10.65

211001  pack of 144 x 10g   £37.20

jumbo non-roll paintbrush

dip bowls

gold & silver giant stamp pads

paint sticks

classic

chunkie

   pack of 10  £4.03

   set of 10  £2.68

   pack of 2  £4.10

Hog hair brush with a large chubby handle in yellow and 
blue plastic. 160mm handle. Ideal for Nursery/Infant use 
and Special Needs.

Plastic, brightly coloured bowls.

150mm diameter foam pads containing coloured ink in a 
plastic saucer. Safe to use with hands and feet.

Super silky water soluble paints. Twist up and down like a 
glue stick. Can be used for painting, drawing or colouring 
on various materials such as paper, wood and cardboard. 
No need for brushes or water. Quick drying. Ideal for 
outdoor play

Age 3 years +

12 assorted colours: Black, White, Light Blue, Brilliant 
Blue, Brilliant Yellow, Light Green, Brilliant Green, Brown, 
Light Pink, Orange, Brilliant Red and Brilliant Purple.

12 assorted colours: 12 assorted colours: White, Yellow, 
Orange, Red, Pink, Green, Dark Green, Light Blue, Blue, 
Purple, Brown and Black.

A

B

A

B
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mark making

257141

Brian Clegg ready mixed paint

   pack of 12 x 300ml £17.15

Colours: black, white, brilliant blue, brilliant green, 
brilliant red, brilliant yellow, orange, purple, turquoise, 
peach, pink and burnt sienna.

258997

190640

181242

190780

click together opposites 
stampers

chalk eggs

Smartbuy plastic crayons

chubbie eggs wax crayons

   pack of 6  £3.95

   pack of 6  £1.23

   class pack of 300  £15.35

   pack of 8  £4.74

Concave/convex stampers in Swirl, Circles and Pointed 
Flower designs. One concave and one convex stamper 
in each design. The concave and convex stampers fit 
together.

Chalk eggs in a handy clear PVC egg box. Colours include 
Blue, Red, Green, Yellow and Orange. Widest point 60mm.

Age 3 years +

Egg-shaped crayons, perfect for small hands. Will not 
melt in the hand. 8 assorted long lasting colours: Red, 
Green, Orange, Purple, Blue, Black, Brown and Yellow.

Age 1+

Hexagonal, long lasting and shatter resistant. Will not 
melt in the hand. Sharpens like a pencil. 12 assorted 
colours: Black, Pink, Dark Blue, Light Blue, Yellow, Orange, 
Red, Light Green, Dark Green, Purple, Dark Brown and 
Light Brown.
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music

This delightful musical instrument set includes richly coloured 
my bell, tambaring, rock ‘n roll rattle and clip clap instruments, 
all of which feature a textured handle for easy grip. 

Suitable from 6 months +

rhythm pals set

243140 set of 4      £16.20

small hands music set
A collection of musical items suitable for Early Years 
supplied in a storage tub. Includes: Cage bells, rainbow 
shakers, baby maracas, mini orchestra set, mini 
rainbowshaker and a baby drum with two child safe 
beaters.

set
£60.30

Age 3 years +

233129

233137

Hours of musical fun with this wooden xylophone. 230 x 
135 x 120mm

wooden frog xylophone

Age 12 months +

each £8.50
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This light and durable drum features a professional 
quality drum skin. The 140mm playing surface 
produces high quality deep sounds, whilst being light 
enough for young children to play. Complete with two 
specially designed baby-safe beaters which clip away 
onto the rim of the drum for easy storage.

baby drum

243167

Age 18 months +

each £12.20
This ocean-themed drum for babies is the perfect first 
musical instrument, creating a gentle yet exciting sound for 
little ones to enjoy. Baby can watch as cascading colourful 
beads create soft sea sounds against a beautifully illustrated 
fun background, complete with charming fish characters.

ocean drum

243159

Age 1 year +

each £11.50

This richly coloured, delightful sounding bell is safe for 
tiny mouths and fingers, as the jingles are enclosed in a 
unique cage structure. The handle is easy grip and the 
perfect size for little hands to use and enjoy.

cage bells

243183
Age 3 months +

set of 4 £17.40
A traditional maraca designed especially for small children 
to hold and play with. A real instrument, the Maracito 
produces a great swishy sound and is brightly coloured with 
a textured handle for easy grip. This pack of 4 is sure to get 
the party started.

maracitos

243191

Age 18 months +

set of 4 £10.50

ding

dong ding

shake it!

music
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role play

YUMMY!

210188

kitchen play top mat

each    £17.40

Turn ordinary furniture into a role play area with this 
kitchen playtop mat. At 1000 x 350mm it is designed to fit 
most tables and storage unit tops, instantly transforming 
them into a busy kitchen. Accessories not included. 

214426

stir fry set

set      £18.85

Includes: Wok (measures 170mm wide), tongs, spatula, 
carrots, broccoli, peppers, celery, onions, take-away 
container and a fortune cookie.

Age 2 - 6 years

chop

chop

210536

cutting fruit & vegetables

set    £34.50

Cutting Fruit & Vegetables is a game that helps children to 
recognise different fruits and the safe use of a knife through 
play. Given a child’s strong ability to imitate, this activity 
helps them learn the fine motor skills required to cut fruit 
in a safe environment. They can then learn to share the 
sliced fruit and vegetables with others improving their social 
awareness and the importance of sharing, enlightening 
their affection towards others.

Age 2 years +

X151583 giant dinner & coffee set set of 79

Made from sugarcane and designed in soft, neutral colours. Bioplastic toys don’t 
contain any PVC or phthalates and are perfectly safe in the dishwasher. 100% recyclable 
and renewable. Please allow 4 weeks for Direct Delivery.

£52.50
Age 2 years +
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180149

toy Henry vacuum cleaner

each     £25.50

Replica vacuum cleaner with real suction. Supplied with 
dust pan and brush, hose and tee-shaped nozzle.

178055

cleaning stand

each     £28.00

Wooden stand with toy mop, broom, dustpan and brush.

180165

toy Dyson Ball vacuum 
cleaner

each        £25.50

Replica with working suction, realistic sounds and 
cyclone action.

178071

ironing board and clothes airer

set        £53.50

Wooden ironing board and clothes airer. Includes toy iron 
and set of pegs.

role play
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role play

250090

wooden pram

each      £44.50

Your little one’s best friend can now travel in style in this 
wooden doll’s pram. Supplied with comfy bedding so dolls can 
not only travel in style but can travel comfortably too. Features 
sturdy wheels and an easy to grip handle. Helps inspire creative 
role play sessions and develops a real sense of companionship. 
Requires adult assembly.

Age 3 years +

243957

washable baby dolls
These soft-bodied baby dolls are super detailed and incredibly lifelike yet tough enough for nursery use and 
machine washing. They also have movable arms and legs and squeezable, soft bodies plus interchangeable 
hook and loop outfits. Age 12 months+. 280mm high.

set of 4
£91.55

X106345

toolbench

each    £73.50

Comes with clamps, nuts, bolts, wrench and screwdriver all of which 
are made from wood so completely safe for children. Use for making 
models or role play. Please allow 2 - 3 weeks for Direct Delivery.      
600 x 300 x 750mm (w x d x h).

Age 3 years +
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X148007

wooden kitchen

 set of 4 £299.50

With functioning doors, gentle magnetic closure catches and stainless steel door handles. Sink with moving top, cooker with 
clicking dials, washing machine with clear view round door and soap dispenser slot, fridge with integral microwave oven. 
Sustainably-sourced plywood. Each unit 385 x 345 x 530mm (w x d x h).

Age 3 years +

millhouse toddler kitchen range

role play

X29913  set of 4 £319.50

Includes: washing machine, sink, cooker and fridge. hardwearing, scratch-resistant, wipe-clean, melamine surfaces. 
330 x 320 x 480mm (wxdxh)
Age 2 years +

DING
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small world

241067

241032

set
£26.50

jumbo animals
A jumbo take on imaginative play. These realistically detailed 
jumbo sets are tactile and support children in learning about 
different species. Up to 200 x 380mm in size.

Age 2 years +

241059 jungle  set £26.50

241032 farm  set £26.50

241067 pets  set £26.50

241059
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removable roof for 
easy access play

moo
baa

248363

cobblestone farm
Includes the following features:  Removable roof panels for ease of access to internal 
areas,  removable ladder,  working gates, double doors into the barn and  hay loft. 
Requires adult assembly.

Age 3 years +

140422

farm animals

Age 3 years +

set of 48      £35.00

11 different sorts including cows, sheep, geese, chickens 
etc. Carefully finished and attractively coloured, the sizes 
of the creatures range from 40 to 75mm and as well as 
being entertaining for children they can be used for 
counting and sorting exercises.

237264

natural wooden farm animals

Age 12 months +

set of 12      £29.50

These beautifully crafted animals are made from 25mm 
eco-friendly rubberwood. Supplied in a natural calico 
bag.

247979

wooden farm blocks

Age 12 months +

set of 25      £56.50

Chunky birch plywood blocks colour printed on both 
sides with real images of farm animals, farmers, scenery 
and a tractor, perfect for young children to engage in 
imaginative play and develop their descriptive language 
skills. Size of barn: 195 x 280 x 20mm.

£56.50
each

small world
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rawr

rawr

241733

happy architect dinosaurs
Build your prehistoric landscape with these 
generously sized slot together pieces. Sturdy 9mm 
wood.

Age 3 years +

180009

dinosaurs

Age 3 years +

set of 48 £35.00

Sizes range between 50 and 80mm approximately. Includes 
4 each of 12 different dinosaurs.

129852

jungle animals

Age 3 years +

set of 60 £20.50

Made from durable plastic, the assorted 12 pieces 
are beautifully detailed and measure between 51 
and 76mm. Includes storage bucket and ‘Did You 
Know?’ animal fun facts to encourage children to 
learn more.

140414

insects

Age 3 years +

set of 48 £26.05

11 different sorts including grasshoppers, butterflies, 
spiders, ladybirds etc. Carefully finished and attractively 
coloured, the sizes of the creatures range from 40 to 75mm 
and as well as being entertaining for children they can be 
used for counting and sorting exercises.

140406

sea life creatures

Age 3 years +

set of 48 £35.00

11 different sorts including sharks, whales, octopus, 
penguin etc. Carefully finished and attractively 
coloured, the sizes of the creatures range from 40 to 
75mm and as well as being entertaining for children 
they can be used for counting and sorting exercises.

flutt
er

buzzz

set of 22
£66.00

small world
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234524

fire station

each £82.00

13 piece fire station including firefighter, truck and 
helicopter.210285

fire engine with firefighter

set  £47.00

A sturdy vehicle with extendable ladder and accessories. 
Supplied with 1 Budkin Firefighter.

nee n
aw!

nee naw!

234591

all seasons dolls’ house

Age 3 years +

each £126.00

There are as many ways to play with this house as there 
are families in the world. Six rooms, moveable stairs, and 
a reversible winter/summer-themed solar-paneled roof 
inspire year-round activities. Includes four room sets: 
master bedroom, family bathroom, media room and 
kitchen.

home 
sweet 

home!

X116741

Noah’s ark

Age 3 years +

Comes complete with 21 pairs of animals and a Mr 
and Mrs Noah. Approx. Ark size 474 x 244 x 308mm. 
Please allow 4 weeks for Direct Delivery.

set
£81.00

small world



VROOM
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240419

superhero figures
Ready to carry out their heroic tasks, each of 
the 5 different characters is concealing their 
identity with a cape and mask. 100mm height.

Age 3 years +

221635

baby dino glove set

Age 12 months +

set of 3        £22.00

Made from soft vibrant fabrics with great mouth 
manipulation. Includes baby stegosaurus, baby triceratops 
and baby T-Rex. Approx. length 350-370mm.

RAWRR!

set of 5
£16.75

to the rescue!

first wooden cars
A set of sturdy, colourful wooden cars with 
handles for fun play. 100 x 55 x 65mm (l x w x h).

set of 8
£19.90

241660
Age 1 year +

small world
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Made from sugarcane and designed in soft, 
neutral colours. Bioplastic toys don’t contain 
any PVC or phthalates and are perfectly safe in 
the dishwasher. 100% recyclable and renewable. 
Please allow 4 weeks for Direct Delivery.

small world

265314

265322

garage & cars

fun cars

Age 2 years +

Age 6 Months+

 1 garage and 3 vehicles £37.00

 set of 4 £19.50

The garage has 3 service bays and 
an extra side loading door so you 
don’t have to reverse out.

244775

sensory play little people
These tactile little people are durable enough for 
indoor and outside use in all weathers. Characters can 
be anybody from anywhere. Sizes 50, 60 and 70mm.

set of 9 £21.40
Age 3 years +

244767

sensory play animals
These beautiful sculptures will charm the children 
with their tactile nature and are ideal for sensory play. 
Elephant measures 75mm.

set of 8 £21.40
Age 3 years +
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tray playmats
Polyester felt mats that fit into tuff trays. Designed to encourage 
children to play inclusively. Playing in a circle helps them to fully see 
each other as peers sharing meaning, creativity and a common centre. 
880 x 880mm.

248207

town
248223

outer space
248231

jurassic world

248266
fairy

248290
pirate

248274
pond

248282
mini beasts

248258
undersea

£22.00
each

playmats

small world



Part of the family

resources for early years 
Discover a great selection of resources in this EYFS Edit. At Eduzone we understand 
the importance of a child’s early years for their learning and development so we’ve 
handpicked some of our favourite products to show how they can be used in line with 
the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) 7 Areas of Learning. 

We’ve got loads more great products to share with you so be sure to visit 
eduzone.co.uk to see our full range.

follow us

eduzoneltd
facebook

@eduzoneltd
twitter

eduzoneltd
instagram

visiteduzone.co.uk


